Kamasutra: the best positions of the Kamasutra

The best postures of the Kamasutra: unleash your pleasure
The Kamasutra was written in Sanskrit and originally comes from India. It is one of
the most influential books in world history. The Kamasutra contains very detailed
instructions about different sexual postures, of which no one should be deprived. It's
about letting go and trying all the possibilities.
And is that if you want to enhance the pleasure in your sexual relationships to not
enter the monotony, here you have positions (many of them very easy to carry out) to
vary in bed. Never again will you make excuses for not practicing sex: these
postures are very pleasant!
There are for all tastes: more daring, simpler, more classic or totally innovative ...
Remember that in relationships, the time is sometimes very treacherous and leads to
monotony and sexual routine, but if you want reinventing sex with your boy,
undoubtedly new practices such as anal sex, annilingus, oral sex or the kiss of
Singapore can help ... And of course, also these ideas: We present you the best Sex
positions of the Kamasutra! Go through the pages of our album and discover them
...

But first, we explain some of the most popular positions of the Kamasutra that you
cannot miss. Keep reading and check which of them you have already tried:

1. Kamasutra: Torrid triangle
At first glance, this position is reminiscent of the missionary's classic, since the
woman is lying on her back and the man is on top. However, the trick in this position
is that man goes on all fours. Then the woman raises the pelvis towards the penis, so
that it can penetrate. The man remains in this position while she moves the pelvis up
and down.

2. Kamasutra: Nirvana
She is lying on her back, with her legs stretched out and her arms over her head. He
stands on top. While the man moves back and forth, she tightens all the muscles,
closes the legs with her thighs close together and brings her arms to the head of the
bed. This intensifies the effect of the penetration and a natural stimulation of the crust
is achieved.

3. Kamasutra: Ascension to lust
He is standing with his feet firmly anchored on the ground. She stands in front of him
but with her back to him and lets herself get up. She surrounds him with her legs and
rests with her feet on the bed or the sofa. Now he can play with her position, lifting or
lowering her. The movement should be up and down, fast and at the same time deep.

4. Kamasutra: It fits
The man and the woman are lying on their side in bed, he clings firmly to the woman
from behind. She squeezes him with her legs. The man stimulates the clitoris of the
woman. She can also be stimulated before the introduction of the penis.

5. Kamasutra: The lotus
The woman lies on her back and bends her legs crossed, while the man lies between
her legs and penetrates her from above. So that the woman does not have to support
the weight of her partner, it is recommended that he lean on his arms. This fun can be
even funnier if you put a cushion under your butt to modify the angle of
penetration. Another advantage of this position is that she has her hands free to
stimulate her erogenous zones or those of her partner.

6. Kamasutra: Against the wall
The man holds the woman in his arms holding her by the buttocks. She surrounds the
man with his legs at hip height, and to help hold his weight he places his feet against
the wall. This position requires a bit of force on the part of man, but the result is worth
it. In addition, there is the excitement of doing it in a different place.

7. Kamasutra: Riding backwards
The man lying on his back, the woman, sitting hanging on him, with his back and
knees resting on the floor, moves back and forth. She can at the same time caress the
sex of her partner or her clitoris.

8. Kamasutra: The Amazon
The man sits comfortably in a chair, the woman sits on him looking at him. While
moving back and forth, he caresses her breasts. This position is very stimulating.

9. Kamasutra: The grip posture
The man is placed on his back on the bed, while she is placed on top of him and the
penetration begins. Then she is completely stretched over him and begins to move
back and forth, marking the speed that he likes the most. It is an ideal posture for a
full body contact, and enjoy kisses and caresses. It is also a recommended position for
very well-gifted children, so that they do not hurt their partners, since the penetration
is not very deep.

10. Kamasutra: Simple as that
The woman is lying on her back, legs spread apart, given to her partner to
penetrate. The hands of both are free to caress each other until they reach orgasm.

11. Kamasutra: The Zen moment
This posture provides a moment of tranquility during a tired sexual marathon. Both lie
on their sides looking at each other. Ideally, the penis should be inside at all
times. The woman places the leg on his hip and, first with slow movements and then
faster and faster, guides both to orgasm.

12. Kamasutra: Confidences

The man and the woman are lying side by side. She hugs him with her legs. While he
penetrates her, she can stroke his cock and neck. In this position you can confess
everything: what you prefer and also what you would like to discover together.

Which of these twelve sexual postures have you tried already? If you've been wanting
more, just pass the images and discover all the options there are. Try and enjoy sex to
the fullest!

